


THE 2011 ENGLAND RIOTS

Thurs 4th August: Mark 
Duggan shot

Sat 6th August: Tottenham 
disorder

Sun 7th August: Wood 
Green, Enfield, Brixton

8th August: 22 London 
boroughs; Birmingham, 
Liverpool, Nottingham

9th August: Woolwich; 
West Bromwich; 
Wolverhampton; 
Birmingham; Nottingham; 
Manchester; Salford



READING THE RIOTS

• The 2011 England study

• Political context/absence of meaningful official inquiry

• Reading the Riots

• Journalists/academics working together

• Need for speed/timeliness

• Giving voice to those involved

• Years of research illustrates the meaningfulness of much 

conduct within civil unrest (‘agency’)

• Avoiding post-hoc rationalisation a key challenge



POLICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS

• Deprivation was perhaps the strongest predictor 

of where unrest occurred (in London) in 2011

• Historically poor relations central to anger

• Negative attitudes toward police a source of 

shared identity

• Unrest had negative impact on public attitudes

• (Perceived) abuse of police powers central to 

individual experiences



POLICING, POLITICS & PROCEDURES

• Nature of police response often crucial in understanding 
shape and scope of civil unrest (this morning Prof. Ku talked of 
the importance of agency and contingency)

• can both exacerbate and mitigate violence

• Policing itself may become a ‘condensation symbol’ for wider issues

• Policing ideology/practice

• Policing by consent/minimum use of force

• Earlier protests and problems

• Critical political reaction to policing of the riots

• Widespread sense that police response was too slow, too little and 
too late

• Communicative policing vital

• liaison based approaches which enhance police capacity for problem 
solving, conflict reduction, and mediating during protest.



YOUNG PEOPLE & ENGLAND’S RIOTS

• Young tend to dominate in civil unrest everywhere 
(but wide age range often visible)

• Political demonization of the young

• Criminality; gangs

• Youth 

• Marginalised

• Relatively impoverished

• Limited life chances

• Angry

• Often highly politicised – even when unrest is not 
obviously ‘political’, as was the case in England
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ROLE OF COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

• Comparative analysis is difficult and rarely 

undertaken 

• ‘Similarity, difference & connection’ as Prof. CK Lee 

put it this morning

• Local circumstances always determinative; differences are 

almost certainly greater than similarities

• But there are wider lessons (policing, most obviously, is one)

• Official inquiries another

• Too little understood (McCone, Kerner, Scarman..)

• Have potentially important role to play (in principle)

• Need for realism



SOCIAL SCIENCE AND CIVIL UNREST

• In thinking about civil disorder, too often social science 

has been preoccupied with questions of aetiology

• Even then it is better to think of conditions rather than causes

• My plea is that we pay more attention to thinking about 

civil unrest ‘in the round’

• Shift away from fixation on ‘why’; to consider: dynamics 

(chronology, spread/diffusion, changing forms etc), ‘end’ 

and, crucially perhaps, aftermath/consequence.


